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     Ahhh, summer …. most people think of long lazy days filled with cocktails by the pool or
reading a good book while lying in a hammock; unless, of course, you’re a grown up with a
job and have to do the “adulting” thing.  Even so, another rite of summer is the ever-popular
summer vacation.

     Several members of Fringe Paranormal, including co-director Kelly, Andy, Amy, and
Rhonda are  actually  teachers.   And,  as  you  can imagine,  they almost  always  plan their
summer  vacations  to  include  something  paranormal.   This  summer  Kelly  and Amy  are
planning  separate  vacations  to  New  Orleans.   All  of  the  teacher  girls  are  planning  an
investigation at West Virginia State Penitentiary together later in July.  As thoughts turn to
travel, hopefully you’ll consider traveling to Haunted South Main School.  To further entice
you, there are several haunted areas that can be investigated within 15 minutes of the school.
Here are four of them:

"Let's go guys!"



Wood County Historical Museum  
(6 minutes from Haunted South Main School)

    The Wood County Historical Museum was originally built as an infirmary in 1869.  
During its time as a home, it became an asylum for anyone who needed assistance.  That 
could include the poor, the physically disabled, and the mentally ill.  As a matter of fact, 
there is an outbuilding labeled “The Lunatic House” on the property.  There is also a 
pauper’s cemetery with rows and rows of headstones that bear no names, only numbers.  A 
building called “The Pest House”, where men who had infectious diseases were housed, also
still stands on the roughly 50-acre property.  Many believe this type of sadness and turmoil 
is the energy which leads a place to be haunted.  Add artifacts such as the fingers of a 
murdered woman in a jar and reports of other murders and deaths, and you’ve got a 
paranormal investigator’s dream location.  Considering all the different types of misery and 
the many areas on the property where this despondency could be stored, it is not surprising 
that the Wood County Historical Museum should have so many claims of unexplained 
activity.  These claims include: shadow figures, disembodied voices, EVP’s, uneasy 
feelings, cold spots, feelings of being watched, and full-bodied apparitions.    

 Fringe Paranormal  has contacted several  different  people several  different  times to ask
about investigating this history-rich location.  Sadly, the Museum previously met up with an
apparently  unprofessional  team and  now it  no  longer  allows  the   traditional  late-night
investigation.  You can, however, for a mere $5 per adult and $1 per child, tour the grounds
and  museum  during  its  business  hours  which  are  located  on  its  website
www.woodcountyhistory.org.  



Oak Grove Cemetery 
 (2 minutes from Haunted South Main School)

   This cemetery is nestled in the campus of Bowling Green
State University.  Interestingly, it was founded in 1873 which
was prior to BG becoming home to the university in 1910.

From the outside it looks small. In reality, though, this final resting place of roughly 9.000 is
sprawling with many paths leading to different sections.  There are no claims of paranormal
activity reported at this location, but what paranormal investigator doesn’t love to visit a
cemetery in their spare time?  You won’t be disappointed here,  where you could spend
several hours observing the many unique headstones.  

"Hey, I found a great campsite!"



Holcomb Woods 
 (14 minutes from Haunted South Main School)

As so often happens with urban legends, Holcomb Woods is located out in what seems
to be the middle of nowhere.  It takes its name from the road on which it resides, 
Holcomb Road, which is also known as Old St. Rt. 162 in Wayne, Ohio.  Legend has 
it that a school bus crashed in Holcomb Woods, and the cries and screams of the 
children that perished can still be heard when walking or driving past the wooded 
patch of road. Other claims include radio stations scrambling and the face of a bus 
driver appearing on the tree that the bus crashed into.  Fringe Paranormal has 
investigated this location twice.  The first time our serious urban legend investigation 
was foiled by a bunch of crazy kids.  The second time was around dusk in early 
summer.  From what we understand, the woods was much bigger even as recently as a 
decade ago.  At this time, though, it takes one, at most, five minutes to walk it from 
end to end.  Who knows if the tree or trees that the bus allegedly crashed into even 
exists anymore? Even so, this is an old, persistent local urban legend and one worth 
looking into.

 "Wow! I can't believe I found this cheap vacation home in Amityville"  



McClure Crybaby Hill
 (20 minutes from Haunted South Main School)

“A Cry Baby Hill exists in the Henry County town of McClure. Many know it as Harris-
Jones Cemetery, Crybaby Hill, Knob Hill, or Boot Hill. The story behind it is vague; it 
involves a large number of babies which were massacred either on the hill or somewhere 
else and then buried on the hill. A dozen or so unreadable tombstones dot the hill, which is 
located on County Road 7. The cries of babies are said to be audible there at night. 
Sometimes unidentified things are heard crawling along the ground. Kind of grisly.”
 ( www.hauntedohio.com ) 

Fringe has visited this location several times starting in 2014.  While we have never heard 
any babies crying, we did experience one audio phenomenon. About an hour into the 
investigation, one of our friends from Weston Paranormal did a loud yell. We heard what we
thought was barking and joked around about how it didn’t wake up any ghosts, but it did 
wake up the local dogs. Then he did it again and we got the same noise. Soon we realized it 
was not barking, but a delayed echo! Could this be what former investigators mistook for 
crying? But why would they have been yelling? We repeated the experiment several times, 
always with the same results.  Also, there were many flags near the headstones there, so it 
appears more likely to be a military cemetery than a children’s cemetery.

There are photos and more information about all of these locales on the new “Day Trippin’” 
bulletin board at Haunted South Main School.  Full reports on the McClure Crybaby Hill 
and Holcomb Woods urban legends can also be found on www.fringeparanormal.com.



What paranormal location would you visit if you could go wherever you wanted over the 
summer?  The Fringe Paranormal team was polled and here are some of their responses:

• Co-director Don: Lizzie Bordon House or the Villisca Axe Murder House
• Co-director Kelly: Chernobyl (“It looked cool when Josh Gates went there!”)
• Andy M.: Twin Bridges Orphanage in Montana
• Lisa G.: Banff Springs Hotel in Alberta, Canada
• Renee M.:  Anywhere in New Orleans (I love that city!)
• Amy S.: Eastern State Pen or Winchester Mystery House
• Peggy D.:  The Island of the Dolls
• Lee Ann C.:  The Mt. Washington Hotel in New Hampshire
• Andrea M.: The Tombstone Birdcage Theater and Eastern State Pen

Schoooool’s out for the summer!  Well, most traditional schools are, but Haunted South 
Main is still open!  Here’s what we have lined up so far:

• June 30 – HSM welcomes OSR to a private investigation
• July 14 – HSM welcomes Tri – C Ghost Hunters to a private investigation
• July 22 – HSM Open House to benefit 222 Paranormal Podcast and HSM restorations
•                 More info in the Open House Fundraiser Event on the Facebook page
• July 28 – Zach Krugman has booked HSM for a private investigation
• August 4 – Ohio Ghost Hunters Lucas County visits HSM for a private investigation
• September – Ghosts of Ohio visit HSM for a private investigation

 

"This looks like a nice place to stay tonight"



Book your own private investigation by going to Haunted South Main’s Facebook page and 
hitting the “book now” button!  Have a spooky summer!

Don and Kelly
     

     

"Hey guys, this place has a weekend special rate!"

"Hey Guys?  Guys?”



Parting Shot


